IC mulls red-light cameras

Five Iowa cities already have red-light camera enforcement.

By ALISON SULLIVAN
photojournalism

Iowa City drivers could see an extra pair of eyes at several city intersections as early as this summer.

The Iowa City City Council will discuss the possibility of installing red-light cameras at 10 intersections at tonight’s work session.

Iowa City Police Chief Sean Hargadine, who supports the addition of cameras, said he provided councilors with information on the safety of various intersections.

“I think it’s something that needs to be addressed,” he said.

The most dangerous intersections in Iowa City are responsible for 22 injury-causing accidents, totaling nearly $1 million in property damage in the last decade. More than 150 vehicles have run red lights at these intersections, and police have reported almost 1,400 occurrences.

“The absolutely supportive of the red-light cameras,” said Councilor Mike Wright. “We have a real problem in Iowa City running red lights. I see it almost every day.”

According to city documents, Iowa City police officers logged 1,396 hours working at 1,071 traffic accidents. Hargadine said adding cameras would allow officers to do more community-based policing.

“If we can reduce our officers’ times, provide increased safety, I think it’s very important that we look at it,” said Councilor Jody Vassallo.

But while DeKens said he would support the measure, City Manager Cathy Retallick Champion said she is more reserved about the possibility but will listen to discussion.
UI pushes women in engineering

One dean said he wants the percentage of women in the school of engineering to match that of the university's.

BY HEATHER EIDLEMAN

C. J. Anderson was ready to pursue a law degree when he was hired as the dean of engineering at the University of Iowa in 2003.

But Anderson, who worked as a chemical engineer in a brewery and then as a high school science teacher, realized that his talents were more suited to running a major university program. After earning his doctorate in chemical engineering at Iowa State University, he began to consider opportunities to help improve the education of women in science and engineering.

"I never had the opportunity growing up to have a mentor or to have a role model," Anderson said. "I would love to have had that, and I think a lot of women today are just waiting to have someone to say, 'Hey, you can do that too.'"

The University of Iowa is one of a growing number of institutions that are trying to increase the number of women in engineering, a field where women are underrepresented. In fact, the number of women earning degrees in engineering has decreased in recent years, according to the National Center for Education Statistics.

"We need to do more to support women in engineering," Anderson said. "We need to create a culture where women feel welcome and supported."
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Penny foolish, pound foolish

WILL MATTESICH

Iowa's GOP is redlining counterproductive legislation

Geo Terry Branstad's most recent form of brainwash is to pay lip-service to corporate welfare. The governor and lawmakers will soon pass a tax incentive plan that would provide a hefty tax break to corporate benefactors who would not have to pay a penny of local or state property taxes.

This bill will likely provide a windfall for the largest and most profitable companies. However, it will also have a negative impact on tax payers in the long run. Helping to stimulate Iowa's economy should certainly be a top priority to the state government, but a severe reduction in business taxes would likely have very positive effects on the business environment.

Iowa's economy should be a priority for us: While it is certainly possible to generate more tax dollars for our state, this would likely result in a net cost to the economy. In order to make Iowa a leader in the 21st century, the state government must be able to attract business and careers in Iowa.

Losing the corporate tax incentive plan will result in a substantial decrease in the state's business income taxes. If Iowa's corporate income tax of 8.9% were to be reduced to 0%, as has been proposed, the state government would lose a substantial amount of money. The state government also loses over $13 million in local property income-tax levels in order to pay for services, from education to public safety, to people who aren't on the ballot.

If the corporate tax incentive plan is passed in Iowa, the governor is required to veto the bill. This veto would benefit the business community and have a positive effect on the state government.

Iowa's economy should be a priority for us: While it is certainly possible to generate more tax dollars for our state, this would likely result in a net cost to the economy. In order to make Iowa a leader in the 21st century, the state government must be able to attract business and careers in Iowa.

Losing the corporate tax incentive plan will result in a substantial decrease in the state's business income taxes. If Iowa's corporate income tax of 8.9% were to be reduced to 0%, as has been proposed, the state government would lose a substantial amount of money. The state government also loses over $13 million in local property income-tax levels in order to pay for services, from education to public safety, to people who aren't on the ballot.

If the corporate tax incentive plan is passed in Iowa, the governor is required to veto the bill. This veto would benefit the business community and have a positive effect on the state government.
Some bikes of a different color

Tim Kelley, a former ‘imagineer’ at Disney, has found a second career building bicycles for disabled people.

“The payback. Watching them go down the street, grin on their face, wind in their hair.”

— Tim Kelley, former Disney ‘imagineer’ who now builds bikes for disabled riders

Iowa City, amusement rides from a former ‘imagineer’ at Disney, has found a second career building bicycles for disabled people. If Tim Keiley, tailor the rods been ing features, then client isn’t Mount Kelley, who doesn’t wheels in himself. Some and each one is custom-college degree, Kelley for his neighbor with a ing he has made eight about the minute adjust­stability, and an electric mechanism made except for the tires. worked for Disney as an who cannot pedal. Some bikes have seats that me a lot of interesting visuals and special effects, others are made electric assistance motors can reach speeds of more than 15 mph and are like ‘a treadmill going down the road,’ because riders can propel themselves up to a high speed before starting to run for exercise, Kelley said. “That’s the payback,” he said, leaning back in his chair, a content smile on his face. “Watching them go down the street, grin on their face, wind in their hair.”

The Journeys in Faith Speaker’s Forum

Fr. Joseph Van Phung
Institute of Urban, Peace of St. Stephen's, M. Pleasant, IL
Finding God in Persecution and Hardship
Thursday, March 24, 2011 - 7:00-9:00 p.m.
The Newman Catholic Student Center 104 Jefferson St. (corner of Clinton and Jefferson Streets)

Tim Kelley talks about a two-wheel bike he’s been working on to Hawkes Vormer on March 9. Kelley often makes custom bikes for clients. “It’s a little like putting on a suit,” Kelley said. He meets with each client to make sure every detail, size, and feature fits the person.

DAILYIOWAN.COM
The Journeys in Faith Group, The Newman Catholic Student Center 104-106 Jefferson St.

We’ve got Florida covered.

Bikes of all types are available. From kids bikes to those that are electric, there's a bike for everyone.

The Daily Iowan’s Sweet 16 Men’s & Women’s Brackets

Winner must correctly choose the championship teams for both men’s & women’s games. Tim breaker determined by total points scored in both championship games.
German Ph.D. termination before graduation

UI officials will ask the regents to approve a change in the UI P.B. program in German at the University of Iowa in Ames, according to the board.
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UIHC revenue up

The University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics revenue increased 3 percent for the fiscal year 2011 compared with the previous year, according to data for hospital data gathered for the State Council of Regents. UIHC revenue totaled $6,047,712 from July 1, 2010, through June 30, 2011, up from $5,993,907 over the same period in fiscal year 2010. Revenue accounted for 57 percent.

In addition, revenue from in-patient operations increased 4.7 percent, reaching $2,107,768 compared with $2,025,006 during the same time.

UIHC updates seeks and renovation

UI officials plan to seek the regents' approval for updates for the UIHCU Hospitals and Clinics during its meeting in Ames on Wednesday.

Officials hope to purchase a 52.3 million General Electric PET/CT system, which would be the largest PET/CT scanner for UIHC, Radiology and Nuclear Medicine.

The plan would renovate the existing location—the tower on the University of Iowa Hospital, it has traditionally shared for its emergency services

The total cost is expected to be $23,500,000 and the project is expected to be completed by the University Hospital in May 2012.
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Chas Pastora dives for a Frisbee on Sunday in Hubbard Park. Pastora and three of his friends, three a Frisbee a week, they used to celebrate the first summer, they said. Temperatures reached around 69 degrees, and many people partook in outdoor activities.

UITV schedule

- Molec. Therapy Comes of Age - Davidson, 9:45 a.m., 10:45 a.m.
- Evian: A Molecular Society, 10:45 a.m. - 1:45 p.m., 2:45 p.m.
- Dance Final Rate th e End of Slavery in the United States - 3:45 p.m.
- Dance Final Rate th e End of Slavery in the United States - 3:45 p.m.
Hawkeyes divers fare well at NCAAAs

By Maggie Cunningham...

[Continued from page 12]

Texas, March 17-19 was the site of the American honors at the NCAA women's diving championships.

Senior Dieder Freeman earned the nickname "the 370.65" when she took 10th in the 3 meter with a score of 370.65 and in the 1 meter with a 286.30.

Freeman was also named an All-American in the 1 meter with a personal-best score of 365.65.

**SEASON CONTINUED FROM 12**

because of circumstances outside their control, the Hawkeyes were forced to travel 1,500 miles to compete in a sold-out arena filled with frenzied Zag fans.

There were a few advantages before they even stepped on the boardwalk:

Every fast-break point the Bulldogs scored — 17 by the end of the game — the Gonzaga faithful chanted "Bulldog" with exuberant applause. Their only vocal complaints spelled out "Iowa sucks" during lulls, but it didn't last long.

The hometown was so back and forth that it gev gave them an advantage.

Despite the tense occasion, the Hawkeyes held up with the Bulldog's offensive and scored five of the seven leads throughout the game.

"Hopefully, one of these years we're going to...

BASKETBALL

CONTINUED FROM 12

The Big Ten is traditionally known for having physical play and strong defense. Lisa Bluder's squad was often able to take advantage in league play with its smaller set up and quickness, which features three guards — none of which are 6-0.

But the first-round NCAA Tournament game proved to be good for Bluder's Bench. Gonzaga went into the second half only four games season, which was played only again in one of the top 16 and was a great run for the team.

Gonzaga might face after such a disappointing loss. Brads knew that would happen and was not several moves away.

Iowa head coach Tom Brands had his first chance to plant a guy like Russell, who is how the Hawkeyes' ability to assemble and thus build their offense with reference looks to the magnitude of Russell's reputation. Marion.

South Carolina's win over the Wolverines, but Russell said her Hawkeyes were able to earn the American's status in the conference.

right because he made the call. Even if the referee is wrong, he's still right because he has final say. But it could be that the call in the match Russell made is what was miss.

Morton's loss against the
disco music is the one that is left unimportant.

Marion's loss against the

WRESTLERS CONTINUED FROM 12

ence in style of someone that was a constant reminder of the upper body as opposed to anyone else in the nation.

McDonough might fade after such a disappointing loss. Brads knew that would happen and was not several moves away.

Iowa head coach Tom Brands had his first chance to plant a guy like Russell, who is how the Hawkeyes' ability to assemble and thus build their offense with reference looks to the magnitude of Russell's reputation. Marion.

South Carolina's win over the Wolverines, but Russell said her Hawkeyes were able to earn the American's status in the conference.

right because he made the call. Even if the referee is wrong, he's
‘McDonough is a unique individual. This loss won’t derail him. This loss is something that will stay with him a long time and haunt him.’

— Iowa wrestling coach Tom Brands on Matt McDonough’s NCAA championship match defeat

Iowa’s Jaime Printy drives past a Gonzaga defense during the opening round against Gonzaga at the NCAA Tournament at McClain Field House in Indianapolis on March 10. Iowa has lost four-straight years in the first round of the tournament.

Members of the Iowa softball team warm up prior to their first game against South Dakota at Pearl Field on Sunday. The Hawkeyes won the game in five innings, 10-0.
The Iowa softball team toppled South Dakota in its home-opener double-header.

MOLLY IRENE COON C:

IOWA 10, SOUTH 0
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TRANSPORTATION

Reach for Your Potential! Mercy provides national and local job opportunities for those interested in joining a dynamic team dedicated to providing compassionate care and excellence in service, while maintaining a patient and employee focused environment. This is a full position, starting wage is $10.25 to $12.00 depending on qualifications. Must be able to drive and work in less than ideal conditions. Benefits include health, dental and life insurance, paid time off, tuition assistance, retirement plan, and more. For more information on these and other positions please visit us on www.mercycareers.com.

NEW NURSING POSITION

HELP WANTED

MERCY IOWA CITY

Director Nursing Professional Practice

Mercy Hospital is seeking a Director to provide leadership and management of the professional practice program. This role will work in coordination with the system's Institute for Professional Practice to provide expert consultation, process, and evidence-based practice to nurses to advance the delivery of nursing care. The role will focus on clinical excellence and safety, implementation of evidence-based practice, professional development, and practice transformation. For immediate consideration, please view and apply for the position on our website.

Mercy Hospital

Coralville, IA

Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED

MERCY IOWA CITY

Department Pharmacy

Pharmacist II, IV

Mercy Hospital is looking for a pharmacist to provide medication and therapeutics services to the patients, staff and other health care professionals. This is a full-time position with benefits. Interested candidates should have a Bachelor’s degree in Pharmacy or equivalent education. The position requires a minimum of one year of experience as a pharmacist in an acute care setting or equivalent. Extensive computer skills and the ability to learn new software are required. Salary commensurate with experience.

The University of Iowa

Help wanted in the area of Life Sciences. The University of Iowa is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. Women, persons with disabilities, and minorities are encouraged to apply. Women, persons with disabilities, and minorities are encouraged to apply.
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McDonough, Hawks stumble

**So Close for Marion**

Montell Marion seemed to be on his way to the national finals, but a streaking Zag turned sent him spiraling to fourth place.

**By J.T. BUDOS**

PHILADELPHIA — Iowa's Montell Marion was the victim of two judgment calls at the NCAA wrestling championships.

On March 16, Marion seemed to be on his way to the national finals for the second year in a row. He wrestled Michigan's Kellen Russell in sudden victory of his semifinal match. Marion had wrapped up Russell near the edge of the mat. Two fingers went into the air to signal a take-down and the end of the bout. It was so quickly—by as those fingers pierced the air. Russell explained it as a hand that scrambled away from Marion. The referee waved it off and it was the end of the match. Marion ended his season on the wrong side of an 11-minute saga of a match that was decided at the NCAA wrestling championships.

Marion's loss came against the wrong side of an 11-minute saga of a match. With a win over Minnesota's Mike Thorn in the third-place semi-final fight, Marion and Thorn were tied at 2. Marion was in position to win his third-place match, which would have given him a point at the NCAA wrestling championships.

**Final Team Standings**

1. Penn State (107)
2. Iowa State (93.5)
3. Oklahoma State (93)
4. American (83)
5. Arizona State (83)
6. Minnesota (80)
7. Iowa (62.5)
8. Boise State (61)
9. Oregon State (57.5)
10.

**By Jon Frank**

**SPOKANE, Wash. — Iowa's 92-86 loss to Gonzaga was breathtaking — in more ways than one.**

The stifling pace the game was played in kept fans on their feet, but it took all on the players — particularly Iowa's players — to adjust.

After giving up an 11-2 run early in the first half, the Hawkeyes looked exhausted. The starters on the floor norsked as their jaws dropped as their lungs expanded and decompensated. They were competing with a team that never stopped running. A team that runs the offensive style of the Bulldogs.

And we have a lot of work to do, too.

But it wasn't anything they hadn't seen before.

"I don't think we saw a lot of the difference as far as play-wise," and senior guard Rachel Alexander, who pulled down 13 rebounds in the March 19 loss. "They transition a lot, but we have people in our conference who transition the same way."?

Sophomore guard Briana Johnson.

"I didn't see much of the difference," she said. "Gonzaga got out and ran the floor out and runs, too."

The Zags did it better.

They scored 21 points, fast-tracked the underhanded, underhanded Hoyas, and forced 19 turnovers — 15 through steals.

Anytime an Iowa player touched the ball — and there were a lot — and often two

---
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